Hansel and Gretel and the Four Monsters

Once upon a time there was a little girl and a little boy. And the mother sent them into the dark dark forest. So they went. And then, Gretel said, “maybe we shouldn’t be here”. It was dark. It was raining and she heard coyotes growling.

And then they heard a crack in the bushes.

And they saw footprints leading into the bushes.

They saw a green foot and then they saw another green foot. And then a green body. And then a green head!

And then it was a ZOMBIE!!!

And then the zombie was chasing them and they said, “HELP!”

And then they saw a candy house. They ran to the door. And then the door opened and they saw

A WITCH!

And then the witch tied them with rope to a tree.

She had a stick of fire.

Gretel and Hansel were scared. Suddenly a vampire came out from the other side of the witch’s house. There was blood dripping out of his mouth and he almost ate them

but then Hansel saw a knife in the witch’s pocket. He grabbed it. He cut the rope. Now everyone was chasing the children. They ran as fast as they could. There was a nice woman next door.

So they ran over to her house and quickly rang the doorbell.

“DING DONG”
The nice lady opened the door. She said “hi what are your names?” and they said “Hansel and Gretel, nice to meet you but can you quickly let us in because there is a zombie, a witch and a vampire chasing us”. And she said, “sure”. So they went into her house and they were having a nice cup of tea.

And then a devil broke in the window with his horns.

They quickly unlocked the door and ran away.

They built their own house with logs.

And then she adopted them. And they lived happily ever after.

The End